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GOP: Trump ‘highly offensive’
More lawmakers distancing
themselves from candidate
over Orlando attack response
By ERICA WERNER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Dismayed Republicans scrambled for cover Tuesday
from Donald Trump’s inflammatory
response to the Orlando massacre,
while President Barack Obama and
Democrat Hillary Clinton delivered

fiery denunciations that underscored
the potential peril for the GOP.
Republican hopes are fading for a
new, “more presidential” Trump as
the party’s divisions around him grow
ever more acute.
Clinton, campaigning in Pittsburgh
before her Tuesday night win in the
Washington, D.C., Democratic primary, said: “We don’t need conspiracy
theories and pathological self-congratulations. We need leadership and
concrete plans because we are facing
a brutal enemy.”

In Washington, Obama said of Muslim-Americans: “Are we going to start
subjecting them to special surveillance? Are we going to discriminate
against them because of their faith?”
After meeting with counterterrorism
officials, a stern-faced Obama said:
“We heard these suggestions during
the course of this campaign. Do Republican officials actually agree with
this? Because that’s not the America
we want.”
TURN TO TRUMP » PAGE A2
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ORLANDO MASS SHOOTING
■ FBI probes whether wife
■ Anti-terrorism surveillance
knew of shooter’s plan / A2 process under scrutiny / B1

Wading Into The Fun At Summer Camp
PHOTOS BY JOHN BURGESS THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Plea deal
in deadly
Windsor
shooting
Family of victim, 15,
in 2014 slaying angry
pair won’t get life terms
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The family of a slain Windsor High School sophomore
expressed outrage Tuesday at
a plea bargain that will allow
his killer and an accomplice to
avoid life prison sentences.
Santa Rosa residents Flavio
Caballero and Oscar Aguilar,
both 19, will be sentenced Thursday afternoon to 21 years and
eight years respectively for their
roles in the 2014 shooting death
of Nathan Torres, 15.
Both teens were charged initially with murder — allegations supported by a judge after
a preliminary hearing — but
reached pretrial agreements
with prosecutors in April admitting lesser charges.
Caballero, the alleged shooter,
pleaded no contest to voluntary
manslaughter, gun and gang
enhancements while Aguilar

T

he season of summer camps has
arrived, with countless choices for
anxious parents and sundry activities for newly unbridled kids. Some are
headed to the same places that hosted their
parents years ago. Others are signed up for
a new brand of camp, whether focused on
computer coding or instilling kindness in
the next generation. Above, Camp Wa-Tam
counselors-in-training splash a fellow
trainee as she enters the water on Tuesday
while swimming at the Spring Lake lagoon
in Santa Rosa. At right, Victoria Branhall,
from left, 11, Roxanna Risucci, 11, and Josie
Crawford, 11, learn to make lanyards at
Camp Wa-Tam.
For an online guide to hundreds of
summer camps offered throughout
Sonoma County and the North Coast,
go to pressdemocrat.com/camps.
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SR’s services hub plan hits roadblock
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

JOHN BURGESS / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The former Westamerica Bank building on First Street in Santa Rosa was
slated to become a one-stop hub of city services.

Santa Rosa is coming up short
in its bid to build a one-stop shop
at City Hall.
Behind schedule and over budget, the effort to convert a vacant
city building into a service hub
for a wide array of public transactions, from bus pass purchases to permit applications, was
unceremoniously kicked back to
the drawing board last week.
City Manager Sean McGlynn,
who proposed the concept shortly after his arrival in 2014, asked
the City Council on Tuesday to
reject the bids received for the
renovation of the vacant former
Westamerica Bank building on
First Street.
Rising costs and accessibility

issues have caused the city to rethink whether to move forward
with placing a service hub in the
building, McGlynn said.
“We’re taking the opportunity, with the information we now
know, to assess how we’re going
to move forward,” McGlynn said.
“At this point, nothing is dead.”
The city purchased the building in 2009 for $4.1 million from
James Ratto, owner of North
Bay Corp., the local garbage
hauler. At the time the city was
looking for space where it could
consolidate what had been up
until that point a growing workforce. There was also the possibility that, combined with an
adjacent building, the site might
one day serve as the location for
TURN TO HUB » PAGE A2
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Golden Living Center - Santa Rosa

Is Grateful for All Staff, Residents,
Visitors and Colleagues!
Thank Someone....It Goes A Long Way.

